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PETE WAS PLAYING HOST. He sat precar
iously on the edge of his chair facing
George, his back turned to a door leading
into the kitchen. The walls of his room
hung paintings that reflected his love of
nature: one, a setting sun over a sprmg
forest hedging a broad river; another a
sea-front with fishermen spreading their
nets for a catch. Then there were also
family portraits. Behind George thick
curtains shaded a bed. Sam occupied the
third and last chair, sitting at an angle to
both of them.

"Yes, George," Sam started as he
motioned for a cigarette from George.
"You were just telling me about your old
man."

"Yes, we'll never satisfy them, Sam."
"We can't," Sam agreed. "But we must

teach them to accommodate us."
"But it's a big task, Sam. The belIef is

deep-rooted. And we must respect."
"Well, we have to face up to it," Sam

insisted.
. "Even as to being estranged from our

families?" George argued. Then he added
as an afterthought: "Not that we despise
work. But such pedantry!" And he
frowned at the idea of being expected to
stay home and to ask for the parents'
advice and to take a lead in Church;
expected to be the first to notice horses
in the garden; to water the garden rather
than be "reading, reading endlessly!" The
futility of explaining that book learning
was necessary almost gagged his thoughts,
disinclined him against any work.

"You know I'm in the same position,
George." Sam would refer to his own
affairs as if that would solve your prob
lems. "Myoid man will never look with
pleasure on my present work, merely
because I quit teaching. The old men
believe a young man is a degenerate if he
chooses a career they did not intend him
for.

"Like to see you model yourself on
them and then they can pat themselves on
the back and say to friends, 'see the
Magabane in him!'

"And to satisfy them will be to dis
appoint ourselves. Am I not doing well
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as a salesman now? And I like it. I'm
fitted for the work."

PETE SAT EYEING THE TWO alternately with
his face something of a smile and a frown.
He did not like these self -assured argu
ments of Sam, and when the latter threw
in this personal touch the frown in his
uncertain expression deepened.

"I am doing well," Sam repeated, as a
cloud of smoke curled over his head.
Through the smoke haze Pete could see
Sam's eye stabbing at him. That eye and
the last assertion, Pete felt, was not
without reference to him as workless, and
naturally he took up the challenge.

"But teaching is a'right!" His left eye
shot at George in appeal, thus making the
argument move in a circle.

George took it up. Teaching is good,
of course. And we like it."

"It depends in what respect you mean,"
George said .

"What does he imply now, George?"
Pete asked.

"Well, you see, there's only this nagging
feel you have when you are expected to
play the teacher, even out of the class
room. And I don't think it's the impor
tant thing. The acquired way. This
playing the teacher, you know."

"What is playing the teacher?" Pete
demanded.

"Of course you know," Sam thrust in.
·'It doesn't help to evade the issue. You
haven't been such a sq uare as not to know
what a sickly folly it is. To try that sort
of thing. That meaningless acquired life.
Look, I am at home in sales in spite of
its precarious nature. But that's what I
like about it. Keeps me active. Keeps
me planning, planning. Thinking out new
techniques of approach." And his Adam's
apple wriggled in a swallow.

Pete gripped the table edge, refusing to
be thus lashed into accepting this view.
"But, Sam, how can you be so sure of
vourself?"
. "Must. Got to. If we're not sure of
ourselves won't we for ever be duped?
You cannot expect to live by the advice
of others. Fortune tellers are mere
quacks."

"Now you're beginning. Going off at
a tangent. That I visit my fortune teller
friend is not part of this talk, Sam. I

have lived happily on the friendship of
that man and I won't stand any slander
of him. What do you know that's better
than the wisdom of the Whites I always
find around my friend's place? People
do come down to earth, Sam. We mustn't
pretend, chaps. Just because we've a
slight education .. ."

"I expected that from you, of co.u~se."
Sam was smiling. Pete sensed a SInIster
attack. Always unable to defend himself
with a frown against such blandness, he
rose from his chair, waving his hands at
Sam.

"You're wrong, Sam! You're wrong!"
"Just always as I arrive at a point

where I feel I am beginning to drive some
sense into you, you must bring in .this
idea of Whites. You spoke of WhItes,
did you?"

"What? ' Pete blurted.
Sam eyed George, smiling hard, enjoy

ing himself. George's face was just a
bashful heap of blushes and puckers. The
party was drifting into cold seas again.
The thin veil of friendliness was ripping
with this controversy. Smiles were turning
into grins as Sam made no effort to oblige.

"He said Whites, George. Did you
hear that? Even Whites."

George just fidgeted in his chair.

SAM TURNED TO PETE. A pathetic smile
on his face showed he was relishing the
weakness of his opponent's point. "Did
you say it, Pete? Who are these Whites?"

"Look," Pete retorted, "you're teasing
me, Sam."

"I mean, what is so holy and chaste in
them that you should measure my extent
of refinement by standards, by the behav
iour of th~ir group?"

Pete appealed to George: "George, you
associate with wrong people." He looked
at him in a challenging mood and George
just said, "Well ... well .. ."

"Wrong people, George!"
"He can be right," George said. "He

is . . . can be, of course." He was not
being his usual self: always nursing others'
feelings, always leaving room for the
comfort of the other man's heart. The
handsome face of Pete that had won him
many friends was losing its usual ease.
He had been fortunate in early life to the
extent of an uncommon clerical job and
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though he was now hard up and withered
at thirty-five he still hoped by luck to
strike a job like that original one. He
did not like the idea of being regarded as
a failure even though his friends blamed
his failure on the country's racial set -up.
If only he could land a good job he would
show them that he was no failure, that he
could embrace the idea of freedom as a
worker.

"We are trying to look forward, Pete,"
George continued. "We need not be what
those were who have come before us.'

"Models!" shouted Sam. "Soft babes
of parsons."

"Models of worn-out institutions,"
George said.

"And he puts as an excuse his friend's
White customers. To hero-worship and
attribute all good to Western standards!
To even look upon gross habits of these
deceivers as what Africa lacks the talent
to accommodate! How do you like that?"

Pete had to continue the argument and
he disappeared into the kitchen with a
shout: "Nonsense!"

Sam took to mud slinging. "You're
too much of a softy, Pete. And we
happen to entertain such big ideas. In
cidentally, these are meant to uplift you.
Hoping for luck! That's a lax attitude.
EncQurages the belief that we need tutel
age. And, look, you'll secure a job only
if it pleases your kind-hearted bosses to
offer you one. That's how talent is wasted
in this land."

Pete was restless like a laying hen.
That he should be so easily written off as
a failure! At the mention of talent he
emerged from the kitchen fast. "Me, I
tell you I'm damn intelligent. 's how I
got that job with my standard seven."

He bit his lower lip as George struck
in: "Yet you're handicapped in spite of
your abilities. You know you could be
useful. And you're so intelligent, you
know."

"What? You're wrong! Look
You ..."

Sam split in laughter while eyeing
George, who was blushing for Pete's sake.
A knock at the door saved the scene.

IT WAS DUMANI WHO ENTERED and he took
Pete's seat. He was one of those whom
Pete found bearable. Pete stood behind
him. The conversation ran on to passes

and jobs, with Dumani, still fresh from
the street, saying excitedly: "We are not
even free to walk the streets, to look for
work. And yet we must work or we're
criminals."

Pete was pleased to be on the favour
able side of the topic this time and he
was agreeing, "Yes, yes."

"People have appointed themselves to
decide for us how we must live in our
land. As if they can casually size up the
average needs of a nation," Dumani
added.

·'Yes. we really need freedom."
"As if they know the natural bent of

an African."
"Yes, you see .. ."
"We need this freedom to unfurl our

talents, to move where we like in this
land."

"Freedom to work where we choose. to
compete freely."

"To study what and where we prefer."
"To partake in any activity we like.

Any, any." He was stealing looks at
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Sam, who was banal enough not just to
agree.

"Yes. go on, gentlemen," Sam said. "1
suppose that is not all. Freedom, yes.
And what more? What about indepen
dence?"

Pete followed him up. "But you're just
repeating the same thing. I know you
just want to give it your own turn. If
we're free to travel anywhere. any time.
free to work in Pretoria. in Jo'burg, then
don't you think other things will follow
earlier?"

"May be allowed all those anywheres
and anywhats but that does not solve the
problem of the voteless masses. 's long
we're not independent I'll call that not
freedom. Just an imitation of the real
thing. You'll depend on the decision of
the man you did not vote for to obtain
that freedom. You'll be dependent on
the humour of that man to continue in
your freedom. He may withdraw it at
the slightest irritation, and then you must
depend on a fresh flow of generosity in
him to obtain another spurt of your
freedoms. That is the poison of being
dependent. Why do we have to ask to be
free?"

"Well," Pete said, "at least you do I;eed
this freedom. Why not make it the first
step then? Arguments aside, I mean."

Dumani came forward: "A first step,
yes. A first step. But, of course ... of
course independence. I do like the way
he put it. 'Arguments aside, I mean' ,

PETE TURNED PALE. He found the kitchen
too far and wondered why he had not
stayed there all along. Another knock at
the door came just as he was wishing for
it. It broke the tension. And in that
little space before he went to answer the
knock Pete found breath enough to make
a fresh suggestion.

"Now, now,' he said, smiling. "The
party is picking up. We can have drinks
and talk more of this pleasant nonsense.
I mean we're not being hard on one
another, boys. Now for a drink, Sam."

The new arrivals patched on benches
and, besides bringing a musty smell of
sweat and the heat and beer, they
scattered the party and the talk among
them. •


